Design and Manual to Construct Rainout-Shelters for Climate Change Experiments in Agroecosystems
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Climate change models predict reduced summer precipitations for most European countries, including more frequent and extreme summer droughts. Rainout-shelters which intercept part of the natural precipitation provide an effective tool to investigate effects of different precipitation levels on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. In this study, we evaluate and describe in detail a fixed-location rainout-shelter (2.5 × 2.5 m) with partial interception of natural rainfall. We provide a complete parts list, a construction manual and detailed CAD drawings allowing to rebuild and use these shelters for rainfall manipulation studies. In addition, we describe a rainout-shelter control treatment giving the possibility to quantify and account for potential shelter artifacts. To test the rainout-shelters, we established the following three treatments each in eight winter wheat plots of the agricultural long-term farming system comparison trial DOK in Therwil (Switzerland): (1) A rainout-shelter with 65% interception of rainfall, (2) a rainout-shelter control without interception of rainfall, and (3) an ambient control. The rainout-shelter effectively excluded 64.9% of the ambient rainfall, which is very close to the a priori calculated exclusion of 65.1%. In comparison to the ambient control plots, gravimetric soil moisture decreased under the rainout-shelter by a maximum of 11.1 percentage points. Air temperature under the rainout-shelter differed little from the ambient control (−0.55°C in 1.2 m height and +0.19°C in 0.1 m height), whereas soil temperatures were slightly higher in periods of high ambient temperature (+1.02°C), but remained basically unaffected in periods of low ambient temperature (+0.14°C). A maximum edge effect of 0.75 m defined a sampling area of 1 × 1 m under the rainout-shelter. The rainout-shelters presented here, proved to sustain under heavy weather and they were well-suited to be used in agricultural fields where management operations require the removal of the rainout-shelters for management operations. Overall, the results confirmed the good performance of the presented rainout-shelters regarding rainout-shelter artifacts, predictable rain exclusion, and feasibility for experimental studies in agricultural fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate change models predict a future increase in temperature and altered precipitation regimes for Central Europe (Russo et al., 2013; Spinoni et al., 2015; EEA, 2017) as well as on a global scale (IPCC, 2014). For Switzerland, average annual precipitation is predicted to decrease by 21–28% by the end of the century, accompanied by more frequent drought events in summer (CH2011, 2011). Temperature and water availability are key drivers of ecosystem functioning and effects of these changing conditions are expected on biotic and abiotic system components (Porporato et al., 2004). Effects of altered precipitation are primarily documented from forest and grassland ecosystems (Blankinship et al., 2011), with far fewer studies from agroecosystems (Wu et al., 2011; Beier et al., 2012). Models for agricultural systems predict an increased risk of crop yield loss due to higher seasonal variation in precipitation and more frequent water shortages during the growing season (Olesen and Bindi, 2002; Falloon and Betts, 2010; Trnka et al., 2011; EEA, 2017). In order to understand how climate change affects biotic and abiotic components in agroecosystems, it is crucial to simulate such precipitation regimes under field conditions.

Field studies that experimentally alter rainfall primarily use rainout-shelters to exclude ambient precipitation from a predefined experimental area. One group of shelter types provides a complete or almost complete exclusion of precipitation by permanently closed roofs (Svejcar et al., 1999; Fay et al., 2000; Poll et al., 2013; Prechsl et al., 2015) or by roofs that are closing automatically during rain events (Mikkelsen et al., 2008; Parra et al., 2012). Roofs that only close during rain events minimize unintended shelter effects on the microclimate, as they are only closed for short periods of time (closed for <5% of daytime, Mikkelsen et al., 2008). Yet, these roofs do not operate during strong wind, which often coincides with rainfall events and therefore do not exclude 100% of precipitation. The need for a motor and an electricity source for each roof makes this rainout-shelter type very costly for experimental designs with replicated sites and time consuming in terms of maintenance. Fixed rainout-shelters with permanently closed roofs, on the other hand, are often suitable for long-term studies. However, a complete exclusion of precipitation by a permanent roof inevitably has effects on the microclimate, such as alterations of air temperature and photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (Beier et al., 2012). Further, in long-term studies, complete roofs necessarily need extra irrigation systems, otherwise they do not reflect realistic conditions under climate change as predicted for the next 50–100 years in most regions of Europe.

Major problems of permanent roofs relevant for biota and ecosystem processes include in particular passive warming (Svejcar et al., 1999; Fay et al., 2000; Vogel et al., 2013) and reduced PAR (Svejcar et al., 1999; Vogel et al., 2013). Reduced air circulation under complete exclusion roofs may lower the vapor-pressure deficit (VPD) and thereby reduce evapotranspiration, which in turn lowers the water demand of plants. The combination of complete exclusion roofs with irrigation systems that recirculate the intercepted rain water back onto the plots allows for flexible control of the amount of excluded precipitation (Svejcar et al., 1999; Fay et al., 2003; Castro et al., 2010), but holds the risk of changes in water chemistry (Beier et al., 2012). Again, such systems cannot be installed without access to electricity. Side-effects due to reduced air circulation and changes in water chemistry are limited by using roofs that only partially exclude rain (Yahdjian and Sala, 2002; Gimbel et al., 2015; Canarini et al., 2016). These roofs can further be designed to exclude pre-defined amounts of precipitation (e.g., according to predicted climate scenarios) during long-term experiments (Yahdjian and Sala, 2002). These authors used V-shaped acrylic bands (Figure 1C), which function as gullies to lead the water away and can have varying spacing in between to exclude pre-defined amounts of rain while minimizing effects on other environmental variables.

Here, we propose a revised design of the rainout-shelters by Yahdjian and Sala (2002) for the use in arable crop fields. We inspected potential side-effects of our design and provide a parts list, a construction manual and detailed CAD drawings (computer aided design) to allow construction of such rainout-shelters. The type of acrylic glass used for our rainout-shelters is highly UV-transparent, which is a major improvement over previously used shelter designs. We tested the effect of these rainout-shelters on basic abiotic conditions in cereal fields in an agricultural long-term experiment in Switzerland (DOK Trial, Mäder et al., 2002). To disentangle intended effects of the manipulated precipitation regime from unintended artifacts of the rainout-shelters, we further established two sets of control plots. Besides undisturbed plots that received ambient precipitation, we installed a replicated set of rainout-shelters that were identical to our original rainout-shelters, but allowed all natural precipitation to reach the area under the rainout-shelter (V-bands were turned over to become A-bands). The partial reduction of rainfall simulated by our rainout-shelters reflects predictions of future precipitation changes during the crop growing season in Central Europe (Russo et al., 2013; Spinoni et al., 2015; EEA, 2017). Our rainout-shelters are suitable for studies in a wide range of ecosystems, including agricultural systems, as they are both stable enough to endure extreme weather events in open land and are removable to allow for management activities. It is further possible to adapt the amount of excluded rainfall according to the needs of a study by adjusting the distance between the V-bands. In this manuscript, we provide a detailed description and evaluation of the proposed rainout-shelter design and discuss the performance of rainout-shelters considering intended and unintended effects on microclimate, soil moisture and edge effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site Description and Design of Drought Manipulation Experiment

We established rainout-shelters in the “DOK” farming system trial (bioDynamic, bioOrganic, Konventionell, Mäder et al., 2002). The DOK trial has been established in 1978 by the Swiss Federal Research Station for Agroecology and Agriculture.
Rainout-Shelter Design

The rainout-shelters consist of a tubular steel frame (2.5 × 2.5 × 1.2–1.7 m, 6.25 m²; Figure 1A) supporting 12 V-shaped clear and UV transparent acrylic glass bands (PLEXIGLAS SUNACTIVE® GS 2458, Evonik Performances Materials GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). Each band had a length of 2,500 mm, an inner flange leg length of 96 mm, an angle of 90° and a thickness of 3 mm. According to Equation 1, 12 acrylic bands should exclude 65% of the ambient precipitation. The amount of intercepted precipitation can easily be adjusted by changing the number of (RC) and (iii) an untreated ambient control without any rainout-shelter (C). Treatments were established in a row, both at the near and the far end of each plot. In order to prevent mutual interference of rainout-shelter and rainout-shelter control treatments, these were never located side by side (Supplementary Figure 1). Instead, rainout-shelter and rainout-shelter control treatments were always located next to the ambient control treatment or had no adjacent treatment. Positions of treatments were randomized across the eight plots within these limitations, whereas every treatment combination occurred twice across the DOK trial. We maintained a distance between treatments as well as between treatments and field edges of at least 0.5 m. To avoid potential confounding edge effects such as lateral inflow of precipitation on our measurements, we determined all abiotic conditions only in the center of each plot (1.5 × 1 m). Approximately 2 month after rainout-shelter establishment, we quantified this edge effect by measuring gradients in soil humidity (see section Data Collection for details).

![Figure 1](https://example.com/Figure1.png)

**FIGURE 1** | (A) A metal frame (2.5 × 2.5 m) serves as the basic rainout-shelter construction, the shelter is anchored in the soil using drive-in sleeves; (B) acrylic glass bands are fixed to the steel frame by specially designed holders; (C) the metal frame supports V-shaped clear acrylic glass bands in which rainfall is collected; (D) rain gutter holder consist of pipe clamp, adapter plate, and gutter bracket (view from the rear); (E) a T-pipe connector with adaptor piece holds the drain pipe in place; (F) the final rainout-shelter with partial rainfall interception and precipitation collection.
bands (see also Yahdjian and Sala, 2002).

\[
\text{ Intercepted precipitation \ [%] = \frac{N \times \text{Width of band}}{\text{Shelter width}} \times 100 \% (1)}
\]

Equation (1): Amount of precipitation intercepted (%) by number of bands (N). For the current design: \( N = \) number of bands (here 12), width of the bands: 135.8 mm, shelter width: 2,500 mm.

In order to alter natural light conditions as little as possible, we chose a roof band material that is as permeable for the full range of PAR and transparent for most wavelengths of UV-a and -b radiation (Transmission: 380–780 nm \( \geq 90\% \), 315 nm \( \geq 80\% \)), but is still resistant against weathering and possible damage under field conditions [for details see http://www.plexiglas.de/sites/lists/PM/DocumentsAP/222-6-PLEXIGLAS-GS-UV-durchlaessig-de.pdf (in German)]. The acrylic bands were fixed to the steel frame by custom-made holders (Figure 1B) on the front steel pipe and an additional central parallel steel pipe (Figure 1C). The rainout-shelters have a maximum height of 1.7 m and a minimum height of 1.2 m, resulting in an incline of 13°, which guarantees water run-off, but the incline can be adjusted if required. The horizontal roof parts rest on four supporting steel pipes anchored in the soil using commercially available metal drive-in sleeves (Figure 1A). This construction allows to temporarily remove the rainout-shelter during management actions without much effort. Shelters were located with the lower side facing west, as this is the prevailing wind direction at the study site. Water that was collected by the acrylic bands was channeled via rain gutters (Figures 1D,E) at the lower side of the steel frame into 310 L rain barrels (Figure 1F). This prevented a reflux of water onto the experimental plot under the roof and allowed to measure the amount of intercepted precipitation.

As mentioned above, we established a rainout-shelter control treatment that was identical to the rainout-shelter except that the 12 V-shaped acrylic glass bands were turned over allowing the precipitation to fall onto the plot under the rainout-shelter control. This treatment made it possible to quantify potential artifacts. More details on the parts and the assembly of the rainout-shelters are given in Supplementary Tables 1, 2. A blank-free cutting plan for the pipes, the distances between band holders and details on the adaptor plates for the rain-gutter brackets, the holders for the acrylic glass bands and the clamping claws are shown in Supplementary Figures 7–12. One rainout-shelter as we present it in this study costs 730€ (630€ for a control shelter).

**Data Collection**

To assess the actual percentage of precipitation intercepted by the rainout-shelters, we used the precipitation data from a close-by weather station in Therwil, Switzerland (http://www.bodenmessnetz.ch/messwerte/datenabfrage) as well as data from the on-field meteorological station (Campbell-CR1000) and regularly measured the amount of intercepted precipitation in the rain barrels. We then subtracted the average amount of precipitation collected in the rain barrels from the amount of rain that fell on the ambient control plot (6.25 m\(^2\)) to calculate the actual percentage of precipitation that was intercepted by the rainout-shelters.

From April to June 2017 we took weekly measurements at three randomly chosen locations within the center of all 24 subplots to assess volumetric soil water content in 0–6 cm depth (in approx. 75 cm\(^3\) soil) using a handheld Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR)-device (ML-2x ThetaProbe, Delta-T). Each month, we sampled soil in the center of all experimental plots (0–20 cm depth), oven-dried the soil sample to constant weight, and calculated the soil water content (% water, based on g H\(_2\)O/g dry weight). In May 2017, we assessed the extent of lateral water movement (“edge effect”) under the rainout-shelter and the rainout-shelter control in a subset of 2 plots, each along transects from north to south and from west to east (see also Yahdjian and Sala, 2002). Along each transect, we measured the volumetric water content using the TDR device in 0–6 cm depth in triplicates at 13 measurement positions (25 cm apart from each other, see Supplementary Figure 2). For each transect, rainout-shelter type and plot, we performed a one-way ANOVA to assess the effect of the measurement position (distance from shelter edge) on the soil water content, followed by a Tukey's honestly significant post-hoc test. We confirmed the fit of the models by visual inspection of the residual plots, which did not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality.

We assessed possible shelter effects on the microclimate using iTButtons temperature loggers (DS1922L/T/E/S; accuracy: 0.0625°C, 1 record/h) by constantly measuring air temperature at a height of 0.1 m in the center of the respective subplots (total \( N = 3 \) subplots, each one iTButton in a rainout-shelter treatment, a rainout-shelter control treatment and an ambient control treatment), and 1.2 m (total \( N = 6 \) subplots, each one iTButton per treatment in 2 plots) as well as on soil temperature at 0.1 m depth (total \( N = 6 \) subplots, each one iTButton per treatment, 2 plots). For each of the three temperature datasets, we calculated a daily mean temperature to determine the day with the highest and lowest temperature, respectively. We then averaged the individual hourly temperature readings of the highest temperature day, the respective previous and following day for each of the three treatments to calculate mean differences and standard deviations between rainout-shelter treatments and ambient control plots. We used this information to describe potential shelter artifacts under the two most extreme environmental scenarios. In the same way, we also proceeded with the lowest temperature day. In cases the lowest/highest day was the first/last day of the recording period, we used the two following or preceding days, respectively.

We harvested aboveground biomass of the wheat plants 4, 8, and 13 weeks after rainout-shelter establishment from subplots (20 × 50 cm, 2 wheat rows), each subplot located in the core area of the experimental plots.

The analysis of all data and drawing of all figures (excluding the CAD drawings) were done using R (R Core Team, 2016) and the package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). CAD drawings were created with Siemens NX.
RESULTS

Precipitation Interception, Soil Moisture, and Edge Effect

In total, precipitation under the rainout-shelters was 70.6 mm (19th of April to 06th of June 2017) corresponding to a precipitation reduction of 64.9% as compared to the ambient precipitation (201.1 mm) at the study site. This observed value is almost identical to the expected precipitation exclusion values based on a priori calculations for a shelter with 12 bands (−65.2%, Equation 1). In the week prior to rainout-shelter establishment (baseline assessment; T0), all treatment plots had comparable soil water contents [ambient control (C): 29.37 ± 1.07% (Mean ±SD), rainout-shelter control (RC): 28.87 ± 1.21%, rainout-shelter (R): 29.10 ± 1.27%; Figure 2A]. There was little precipitation between T0 and the first assessment (T1; 21.2 mm in 36 days, Figure 2C). Soil water content under both shelter types therefore differed only slightly from the ambient control plots [R: −4.0 percentage points (pp) ± 1.54 pp, n = 8, RC: −1.98 pp ± 1.50 pp, n = 8] at T1 (35 days after rainout-shelter establishment). The amount of precipitation increased between T1 and the second assessment (T2; 121.6 mm in 27 days; Figure 2C) and we recorded more pronounced differences in the soil water content between the rainout-shelter treatment plots and the ambient control plots (R: −11.06 pp ± 0.71 pp, n = 8). In contrast, the soil water content in the rainout-shelter control treatment plots was only weakly lower as compared to the ambient control plot (RC: −2.66 pp ± 1.27 pp, n = 8). Between T2 and the third assessment (T3), precipitation was low again (75.6 mm in 35 days; Figure 2C), and differences between the two rainout-shelters and ambient control decreased (R: −4.68 pp ± 1.65 pp, RC: −2.24 pp ± 1.39 pp).

Data from weekly soil moisture measurements as determined with the TDR device in the top 6 cm of soil also revealed only minor deviations in soil water content between the rainout-shelter control treatment and the ambient control. The data further confirmed that soil moisture content in the rainout-shelter treatment was considerably lower already 1 month after rainout-shelter establishment as compared to the ambient control treatment (Figure 2B). Edge effects on soil moisture were only detectable up to 75 cm under shelter the area (Figures 3A,B, Supplementary Figures 3A,B).

Shelter Effect on Microclimate

Our rainout-shelters had slight impacts on air temperature at 1.2 m height (06th of April to 20th of June 2017; Supplementary Figure 4) in comparison to ambient control plots (R: −0.55 ± 2.76°C, n = 3648; RC: −0.59 ± 2.58°C, n = 3648). During the period with high ambient temperatures (18th to 20th of June 2017), we recorded reduced temperatures up to 1.0°C in the two rainout-shelter treatments as compared to the ambient control plot (rainout-shelter; R: −0.92 ± 3.46°C, n = 144; rainout-shelter control; RC: −0.94 ± 3.3°C, n = 144; Figure 4A). During the period with rather low temperatures (26th to 28th of April 2017) air temperature was only marginally lower under both rainout-shelter types (R: −0.11 ± 1.27°C, n = 144; RC: −0.23 ± 1.28°C, n = 144) as compared to the ambient control plots (Figure 4B).

The rainout-shelters had very little impact on air temperature at 10 cm above soil surface (07th of April to 05th of June 2017; Supplementary Figure 5) as compared to ambient control plots (R: +0.19 ± 1.25°C, n = 1,440; RC: +0.19 ± 1.06°C, n = 1,440). Deviations from ambient temperature readings were low during the high (R: +0.11 ± 1.06°C, n = 72; RC: +0.19 ± 0.88°C, n = 72; Figure 5A) and low (R: +0.17 ± 1.56°C, n = 72; RC: −0.15 ± 1.36°C, n = 72; Figure 5B) temperature period.

Similarly, the two rainout-shelter types had little impact on soil temperature (07th of April to 05th of June 2017; Supplementary Figure 6) in comparison to ambient control plots (R: +0.64 ± 0.53°C, n = 6,076; RC: +0.39 ± 0.33°C, n = 6,076). Deviations from ambient temperature readings were low during the high (R: +1.02 ± 0.46°C, n = 828; RC: +0.63 ± 0.31°C, n = 828; Figure 6A) and low (R: +0.14 ± 0.52°C, n = 828; RC: +0.20 ± 0.41°C, n = 828; Figure 6B) temperature phase.
Shelter Effect on Shoot Biomass Production

Shoot biomass production was not significantly affected by the rain exclusion treatment, neither 4, 8, or 13 weeks after rainout-shelter establishment (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Previous designs of rainout-shelters revealed several methodological challenges. Rainout-shelters should allow for a predictable alteration of the precipitation amount, minimize artifacts on microclimatic conditions under the shelter, allow for replication across larger spatial scales and be stable enough to persist under field conditions. The rainout-shelter design described here fulfills all these requirements.

Roof Performance

The rainout-shelters effectively excluded 64.9% of the ambient precipitation, very close to the a priori calculated rain exclusion of 65.2%. A precise prediction of the amount of excluded water depending on the number of acrylic bands in the shelter.
construction is thereby possible and provides a crucial tool for the planning of field experiments.

In addition to measurements of rain drainage and natural precipitation levels, soil water content is an important parameter for the evaluation of the performance of rainout-shelters. Soil water content was very similar in the rainout-shelter control and the ambient control treatment during the whole sampling campaign, and lowest in the rainout-shelter treatment for most of the study period. After an initial phase with similar soil water content in each of the three treatments, soil water content was constantly lower under the rainout-shelter as compared to the ambient control and the rainout-shelter control plots. The soil water content in the experimental treatments started to differ after the first heavy rain events supporting results of previous studies (Mikkelsen et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2013). Although the early summer 2017 was characterized by several short drought-like periods, the developed rainout-shelters still resulted in differences in soil water content, making the design also suitable for regions with drier climatic conditions.

The spatial extent of an edge effect defines the size of the suitable sampling area under a rainout-shelter. However, only few studies determined edge effects by measurements in the field (Yahdjian and Sala, 2002; Beier et al., 2004). In this study, the maximum edge effect was 0.75 m beyond the edges of the 2.5 × 2.5 m roof area, resulting in a 1.00 × 1.00 m core area receiving full treatment effect and thereby being available for measurements. The assessment of edge effects was conducted after a period of rain events, so that the edge effect of 0.75 m can be considered as the maximum edge effect. The chosen dimensions of the rainout-shelters (2.5 × 2.5 × 1.2–1.7 m), which mainly determine the size of the edge effect, result in a reasonable balance between available sampling area, handling and material costs.

The performance of the rainout-shelter material in terms of stability and practicability was excellent. The construction was not damaged by heavy hail storms or rain events as well as temperatures below 0° and above 30°C, and the UV transparent bands did not show any signs of weathering over the study period. The plastic rain gutters slightly deformed during hot summer days and should be replaced by metal rain gutters, especially at field sites with higher maximum temperatures. The specific requirements of field studies in agricultural areas, i.e., the need to remove the shelters for management activities, were successfully met by our removable rainout-shelter construction (note that at least four people are needed to move the rainout-shelter). The workload for maintenance was limited to the drainage of the water barrels which took place every 1 to 2 weeks, depending on precipitation events. This limited workload for maintenance allows managing several replicated rainout-shelters even if in use for longer periods of time.

**Microclimate**

Rainout-shelters may cause lower air temperature due to the interception of radiation (Yahdjian and Sala, 2002), on the one hand, on the other hand a greenhouse effect, enhanced by reduced air flow under shelters, may cause higher temperature (Svejcar et al., 1999; Vogel et al., 2013). Both artifacts may bias the results of rainout-shelter experiments.

In this study, air temperature at 1.2 and 0.1 m height above ground was little affected by the rainout-shelter, especially during periods of low ambient temperature. This suggests that the spacing of the acrylic bands allowed sufficient airflow to prevent greenhouse effects under the rainout-shelters. A setup with more acrylic bands and subsequently a narrower spacing between bands, however, may have stronger impact on the temperature regimes. The facilitation of air movement is especially crucial in systems with high and dense plant growth such as cereal crops. In the current study, winter wheat plants in their final growth stages almost reached the height of the rainout-shelter, but temperature measurements still did not indicate greenhouse effects (Figure 4A). However, differences in air temperatures of up to 1°C during periods of high ambient temperature confirm the need of a rainout-shelter control treatment. Our data showed virtually identical temperature under the two rainout-shelter types (Figures 4, 5, Supplementary Figures 4, 5), thereby supporting the suitability of a rainout-shelter control, especially under constantly warm conditions.

Soil temperature was slightly higher under the rainout-shelter as compared to the ambient control, but only during periods of high ambient temperature and differences to the control plot were more pronounced under the rainout-shelter than under the rainout-shelter control (Figure 6). This might be caused by lower soil moisture under the rainout-shelter and consequently lower total water content that buffer heating of the soil by solar radiation. Accordingly, the soil temperature was highest in the rainout-shelter treatment in which soil moisture contents were lowest and only slightly increased in the rainout-shelter control treatment which had intermediate soil moisture contents. This artifact cannot be avoided, because lower soil moisture is the goal of the rainout-shelter.
The interception of radiation was minimized by the use of highly UV-permeable acrylic glass bands as roof material (transmission at 315 nm ≥ 80, transmission 380–780 nm ≥ 90%). The use of this material guaranteed natural PAR levels under the rainout shelters.

**Plant Performance**

The production of above-ground biomass was not significantly affected by the exclusion of rain, neither 4, 8, or 13 weeks after rainout-shelter establishment. We suspect that the exclusion level we selected was not sufficient to dry out the soil within the relatively short duration of our experiment. In order to reduce soil moisture also at lower depths, it seems necessary to extend the duration of the experiment and/or increase the amount of excluded rainfall. It is notable that in annual crop fields longer exclusion periods are almost not possible during the growing season (tillering to harvest is only a few months) and that a more complete exclusion of rainfall over such periods is unrealistic according to all climate change scenarios.

**CONCLUSION**

The rainout-shelter design presented here is well-suited for experimental manipulations of precipitation in open land ecosystems and agricultural fields in particular. Microclimatic conditions under the rainout-shelter were largely unaffected and the intended alteration of precipitation levels followed our a-priori calculations. Slightly lower under-shelter air temperatures during high ambient temperature phases were the only unintended artifacts we measured. These artifacts were reflected by the rainout-shelter control treatment allowing to account for them. Soil moisture differences between the different treatments established after the first rain events and remained present throughout the experiment. Animated 3-D drawings of the rainout-shelter design (note that the PDF reader needs to be able to show animated PDFs), detailed descriptions of shelter construction, manuals for their setup and a list of material allow future users to apply the developed design in their studies. With this study, the authors hope to promote the use of rainout-shelters to simulate and investigate climate change effects on agricultural systems, which is crucial given the risk of crop yield losses under altered future precipitation regimes.
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